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Name

Practice

 1.  

 2.  

 3.  

 4.  

 5.  

 6.  

 7.  

 8.  

 9.  

 10.  

 11.  

 12.  

 13.  

 14.  

 15.  

 16.  

 17.  

 18.  

 19.  

 20.  

21.  

22.  

23.  

24.  

25.  

Fold back the paper 
along the dotted line. 
Use the blanks to 
write each word as it 
is read aloud. When 
you finish the test, 
unfold the paper. Use 
the list at the right to 
correct any spelling 
mistakes.

Review Words

 Challenge Words

 1. unusual

 2. underwater

 3. regain

 4. repaired

 5. unaware

 6. unfriendly

 7. un! nished

 8. unimportant

 9. refreeze

 10. replenish

 11. reunite

 12. rediscover

 13. rewrap

 14. disconnect

 15. discourage

 16. dishonest

 17. nonspeci! c

 18. misguide

 19. overwhelm

 20. submerge

 21. listen

 22. signal

 23. fable

 24. impatiently

 25. inaccurate
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K Beck

K Beck
•I can identify words with the prefixes in-, un-, re-, dis-, mis-,  & im-
•I can define what the prefixes in-, un-, re-, dis-, mis-,  & im- means.
•I can spell words with the prefixes in-, un-, re-, dis-, mis-, & im- correctly.
•I can define my words with prefixes.
•I can use my words with prefixes correctly in sentences.

K Beck
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Spelling:
Prefixes

Using the Word Study Steps
1. LOOK at the word.

2. SAY the word aloud.

3. STUDY the letters in the word.

Fill-Ins

Fill in the missing letters of each word to form a spelling word.

 1.     usual

 2.           water

 3.     gain

 4.       merge

 5.     aware

 6.       connect

 7.     plenish

 8.     important

 9.       speci! c

10.       honest

11.     unite

12.     discover

13.     wrap

14.     friendly

15.       courage

16.     ! nished

17.       guide

18.     freeze

19.         whelm

20.     paired

4. WRITE the word.

5. CHECK the word.
Did you spell the word right?
If not, go back to step 1.

unusual repaired unfriendly submerge unimportant
underwater nonspecific discourage unfinished rediscover
regain unaware overwhelm misguide dishonest
disconnect refreeze replenish reunite rewrap
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Practice

unusual repaired unfriendly submerge unimportant
underwater nonspecific discourage unfinished rediscover
regain unaware overwhelm misguide dishonest
disconnect refreeze replenish reunite rewrap

Sort each spelling word by finding its prefix.

un-
1.  

2.  

3.  

4.  

5.  

under-
6.  

non-
7.  

mis-
8.  

over-
9.  

re-
10.  

11.  

12.  

13.  

14.  

15.  

16.  

dis-
17.  

18.  

19.  

sub-
20.  
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B. Fill in the Blank
Write the spelling word that best completes each sentence. Use the 
word box to check your spelling.

11. Our team works together to study   life.

12. Once I saw a walrus slide off a rock and  .

13. Did a big wave   it?

14. Did it   with its herd in the water?

15. Our team has studied   ! sh at the ocean bottom.

16. Some of them seem to be   of us.

17. Others seem to be  .

18. That’s why we   anyone diving alone.

19. It would be   to say our job isn’t dangerous.

20. Don’t let me   you, though. I love my job.

 6. unwrap  

 7. important  

 8. forget  

 9. thaw  

10. use up  

unusual repaired unfriendly submerge unimportant
underwater nonspecific discourage unfinished rediscover
regain unaware overwhelm misguide dishonest
disconnect refreeze replenish reunite rewrap

A. Opposite Meanings
Write the spelling word that has the opposite, or almost opposite, 
meaning.

 1. lose  

 2. exact  

 3. broken  

 4. fasten  

 5. completed  
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Name

Practice

A. Circle the misspelled words in the passage. Write the words 
correctly on the lines below.

I know it is unusuall to love water as much as I do. People tell me all 
the time that they were unawaire I was such a water nut. Sometimes they 
are even unfreindly about it, telling me I should get my head back on 
land. I think this is unimportint, because there is so much going on at the 
underrwater level. Why sit on dry ground when I could submerdge my 
body and mind and explore this exciting universe?

1.   3.   5.  

2.   4.   6.  

B. Writing Activity

  Continue writing the story. Use at least four more spelling 
words. 
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Look at the words in each set below. One word in each set is 
spelled correctly. Use a pencil to fill in the circle next to the correct 
word. Before you begin, look at the sample set of words. Sample 
A has been done for you. Do Sample B by yourself. When you are 
sure you know what to do, you may go on with the rest of the page.

Sample A: Sample B:

 ! reaplaye " undun
# replaye $ undone
% reaplay & uhndun

 replay ' uhndone

1. ! rediscover
# ridiscover
% redisscover
( ridisscover

2. " subbmerdge
$ submurge
& soubmerge
' submerge

3. ! unnfriendly
# unnfrendly
% unfriendly
( unfrendly

4. " inusual
$ unusual
& inusial
' unusial

5. ! disscouradge
# disscourage
% discouradge
( discourage

 6. " disconect
$ disconneckt
& disconnect
' discunnect

 7. ! riplenish
# riplenush
% replenish
( replenush

 8. " ripeared
$ repaired
& ripaired
' repeared

 9. ! missgide
# missguide
% misgide
( misguide

10. " uninportent
$ unimportent
& unimportant
' inimportant

11.  ! reunite
# reyunite
% riunite
( riyunite

12. " nonspesi! ck
$ nonspesi! c
& nonspeci! ck
' nonspeci! c

13. ! regane
# regain
% regayne
( rigane

14. " undurwater
$ undirwater
& underwater
' unwater

15. ! uhn! nnished
# uhn! nished
% un! nnished
( un! nished

Spelling:
Prefixes

16. " unawair
$ uniwair
& unaware
' uniware

17. ! dishonest
# disonest
% deshonest
( dishonist

18. " rifrieze
$ rifreeze
& refrieze
' refreeze

19. ! rerap
# rewrap
% rewrappe
( rerappe

20. " overwelm
$ ovirwhelm
& overwhelm
' overwellm
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